
Today’s class 

•  Last mile networks!
–  Cellular networks!
–  Disruption Tolerant Networks!
–  Mesh Networks!

•  Mobile!
–  How to deal with mobility in the last mile?!



Internet 

What is last mile? 

•  Most common: One hop!
•  Is that the only way to connect 

to the gateway?!



Cellular networks 

•  Cellular data networks carry Internet 
traffic from the internet gateway to the 
mobile phones!

•  There is a lot of infrastructure deployed 
between the Internet gateway and phones!

•  The infrastructure is expensive and 
proprietary!

Internet 



What are cellular requirements? 

•  Convert Internet packets to cellular packets!

•  Track users!

•  Handle mobility!

•  Allocate resources to everyone in the area!



What is a basic cell? 

•  A cell tower sends and receives 
data from phones!

•  Costs at least $150,000 to build a 
cell tower!

•  Over 250,000 cell towers in the US!

•  Is that all?!
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Finding the phone 

•  The cell tower pages the phones periodically!

•  Every phone in the area receives the page, but only 
wakes up if the page identifier is equal to its own 
identifier!

•  If cell phone leaves the range of the cell tower, it sends a 
location update message!

•  The RNC keeps track of the mobile phone at all times!



•  Handoff/Handover: The phone switches from one cell 
tower to another as it moves!

•  Reasons for handoff:!
–  stronger signal to/from new cell tower!
–  load balance!

•  Cellular standards do not mandate when to perform 
handoff (policy), only how (mechanism)!

!

Mobility 
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•  Network assisted Handoff!

•  Phone makes measurements 
and sends to the cellular tower!

•  When the phone has higher 
signal strength to the new cell 
tower, there is a handover!

•  This is called a hard handoff or 
“break-then-make” handoff!

Hard handoff/handover 
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•  Anchor RNC: first RNC 
visited during call!
–  call remains routed through 

anchor MSC!
•  Some standards allow 

path minimization step to 
shorten the chain!

Handover between RNCs 

Internet 
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•  Common in CDMA 
networks!

•  Phone connected to both cell 
towers for a brief period!

•  Why is this better?!

•  How do you avoid 
collisions?!

Soft handoff 



What does it mean to say 2G, or 3G, or 
4G? 

•  ``G’’ stands for generation. But it really is a standard!

•  A phone is called a 3G phone if the manufacturer 
complies with the 3G standard!

•  4G compliant phones should be!
–  An all IP packet switched network!
–  Peak rate of 100Mbps for mobile and 1Gbps for stationary!
–  etc!



Recap 

•  What are the requirements of the cellular infrastructure?!

•  Is routing within the cellular network similar to circuit-
switching or packet-switching?!

•  What is the difference between soft handoff and hard 
handoff?!



Disruption Tolerant Networks 

•  What to do if there is no infrastructure?!
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Leveraging mobility for connectivity 

Send data through other mobile nodes!
!

 !
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Real-life instantiations 



More recent example 

Connecting 
patients across a 
region for eye 

exams 



Traditional routing 
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Routing challenges 

Common case"
•  End-to-end path exists 
•  Known topology 
•  Low feedback delay 

–  Retries possible 

DTNs"
  No end-to-end path"
  Uncertain topology"
  Feedback delayed/

nonexistent"
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Routing in DTNs 

•  Post office model 
•  Store and forward 
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Replication to the rescue 
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Problem with replication 

•  Storage: Cannot store data for a lot of nodes!

•  Energy: Unnecessary replication can increase energy 
consumption!

•  Bandwidth: Deciding what packets to replicate within 
the short time interval is hard!



Replication heuristics 

•  Random replication: Randomly replicate packets 

•  Maximum replication count: Each packet is replicated a 
small number of times 

•  Meeting frequency: X will send a packet to Y, if Y has a 
higher probability of meeting the destination. 

•  Time to live: Packet is removed if it was in the network 
for long 

•  Acks: Flood the network with acknowledgments 



Aside: DTN history 



Recap 

•  Why are DTNs useful?!

•  How are packets routed in a DTN?!

•  What are some heuristics that are used to reduce 
replication?!



Internet	  
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Mesh Networks (Usually outdoors) 



Why are mesh networks useful? 

•  Extend the range of the Internet.!

•  Increased coverage when one or more mesh nodes are 
added to go around obstacles.!

•  Alternate paths in case of failure or performance 
degradation.!

•  Examples!
–  Google WiFi!
–  Amherst mesh network!



	  

•  Associate	  with	  one	  access	  point,	  but	  monitor	  other	  APs	  

•  Monitor	  for	  signal	  strength,	  loss	  rate,	  etc	  

•  If	  another	  AP	  has	  a	  be:er	  connec;on,	  break	  and	  then	  
associate	  with	  the	  other	  AP	  

Dealing with mobility 



	  

•  For	  pedestrians	  and	  sta;onary	  nodes	  yes,	  but	  not	  for	  
vehicles	  

•  Connec;vity	  from	  vehicular	  networks	  change	  rapidly	  
–  Best	  AP	  at	  this	  instant	  may	  not	  be	  the	  best	  AP	  at	  the	  next	  

instant	  

•  Stopping	  to	  connect	  to	  another	  AP	  results	  in	  a	  large	  
overhead	  in	  terms	  of	  associa;on	  

Is that enough? 



	  

•  Not	  as	  easy	  as	  cellular	  soG	  handoff.	  Why?	  

Soft handoff for vehicular networks 



Hard	  Handoff	   SoG	  handoff	  
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Soft handoff reduces disruptions 



Summary 
	  

•  ``Last	  mile’’	  networks	  need	  not	  only	  be	  one-‐hop	  WiFi	  or	  
Ethernet	  links	  

•  Allowing	  mul;-‐hop	  links	  to	  the	  Internet	  gateway	  
extends	  the	  reach	  of	  the	  Internet	  and	  provides	  
connec;vity	  to	  developing	  regions	  

•  Handling	  mobility	  is	  the	  main	  challenge	  


